
     

Introducing  
Pfaff 560 Steam Roller Irons 

 

Forget your old domestic iron and discover the innovative solution; with Pfaff's 
steam ironers everything goes faster and easier than ever. You can have perfectly 
ironed laundry in half the time. You can iron anything that comes out of your 
washing machine - and three times faster than with any standard iron. 
 

No matter what you iron, you can remain 
seated and don't need to exert any pressure.  
No more tired legs or aching back! Only Pfaff 
has two open heating shoe ends - ideal for 
ironing tubular pieces.  
 

You can comfortably control roller speed, 
steam, and pressure with the foot pedal. It is 
no longer necessary to dampen your laundry 
before ironing. It only takes a little while to heat up and then your Pfaff 
steam ironer is ready to go. 
 

There are three steam levels to choose from. The steam is distributed 
evenly from below for good fabric penetration. Even the most stubborn 
wrinkles just disappear. Choose between constant steam and just a burst of 
steam, as needed. 
 

There is no danger of unwanted shiny spots. Even rows of buttons pose no 
problem for the soft, highly elastic roller. 
 

Even steam and heat distribution guarantees perfect ironing results. The heating shoe lies below, as on 
professional hot mangles. Heat and steam distribution are perfectly even. Even the most demanding fabrics are 
smoothed gently and easily.  Sheets and tablecloths are child's play, thanks to the larger ironing surface. The 
big collecting table means that everything stays smooth and practically folds itself. What does this mean for 
you? Smoother, more hygienic ironing results - every time. 
 

þ Easy ironing – while sitting down, pamper your back and save time and 
energy.  No more tired legs or aching back. 

 

þ With the natural power of steam – 3 steam levels to choose from.  
The steam is distributed evenly from below for good fabric penetration.  Even 
the most stubborn wrinkles just disappear. 

 

þ Iron anything that comes out of your washing machine – up to three 
times faster than with a standard iron. 

 

þ It only takes a little while to heat up and then your Pfaff steam ironer 
is ready to go. 

 

þ You can comfortably control the roller speed, steam and pressure 
with the foot pedal.  No need to dampen your laundry before ironing. 

 

þ Easy-to-read controls simply select the steam and heat levels to match your fabric.  Set the infinitely 
variable temperature to match the fabric. 

 

þ Using tap water?  Don’t worry.  Optical signals warn when the water 
level is getting low or when the water softener cartridge must be replaced. 

 

þ Practical – the large collecting table.  Everything stays smooth after 
ironing and practically folds itself.  

 

þ Safe and energy-efficient!  The piece you are ironing always lies 
between your hands and the heating shoe.  Steam is automatically turned off 
after 8 minutes when you take a break.  If the electricity should suddenly 
discontinue, the roller can be opened by hand. 

 

þ After ironing...  just fold the ironer together and roll it away.  It takes up 
about as much space as a chair. 

 
 

Model 560 - 67cm roller and 84.5cm high working area.   $2,099 


